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‘Coffee stick’ bowl, Night at the Opera
and laminated hollow form -

all by Bob Chapman.
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December.

December’s meeting, as has become standard, was a half day, ‘Bring &
Tell’, followed by a Christmas buffet, with tables well laden with deli-
cacies provided by Members.

The ‘Bring &
Tell' items, in no
particular order,
included:-

Bill Robinson
gave a chat on
disguising errors
and flaws with
PVA and brass

powder (from Turners’ Retreat).

Roger Busfield showed us another of his home made jigs and an
example of what he’s made by using it.

Peter Osborne showed us what progress
has been made on his American rocking
chair.

Ron Holmes spoke of how much
better a screw will lock onto a
spindle with a small piece of
brass  between screw and spindle.
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Brian Harris brought a mechani-
cal toy that he had made and told
us that his daughter was copying
it, while Mich Platt showed us an
ash bowl and some wenge napkin
rings.

He also emphasised the importance
of using good face protection and
told of a problem when finishing
with spray lacquer.

We seem to have grown ac-
customed to seeing excellent
segmented work from Bill
Robinson - and today was no
exception, though different.
A table decoration with seg-
mented baubles - shown by
Donald.

This candle holder, from Gordon
McIver was made in three pieces, base,
stem and top, the top having a fourth
piece - a glass insert.
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Gordon Emerson showing us a pierced,
walnut goblet with, in front of him on the
table, another goblet in yew.

Roger - again - with , this time
an offset goblet with a tall,
offset candle holder on the
table.

An intricately pierced candle
holder from Danny Woof
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Ken Rowlinson’s faces - two
for the price of one!  Well, cut
from one piece of turned wood.

He also showed, on the right of
the photo, the Hoad Monument
in yew.

Tony Dickinson’s Christmas tree with
angel.

Bryan Wilson - trying to untangle
his ‘twisted shape’  ?
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January.

A morning only meeting with ‘in-house’ demos by Donald Brookes ,
Gordon McIver and Gordon Emerson and display, with descriptions
from Roger Busfield, Tony Dickinson.

Donald ‘kicked off’, starting as he meant to go on in ‘Can you see what
it is yet?’ mode! Not made easier by them being made in two parts.

The result, as shown was a
nicely shaped, vivid mushroom
and several more, with the
decoration complete, were on
display.

His next item’s shape was
found by many to be easier, though not its
purpose, turning out to be a hedgehog.
The finished item though, has slots cut
across the body, following the grooves, to
act as a letter rack.
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Tony followed, showing us two very nice dishes made from African
blackwood

and Roger followed with a twisted stem goblet, with the stem varying
along its length plus a vase he had made for his granddaughter, a marine
biologist.
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Gordon Emerson showed a yew dish and a pierced goblet and some
3-cornered bowls.

The plan was then to make another 3-cornered bowl but while all
started well enough, it was soon obvious that it was not to be, the
‘rough’ yew blank proving to be rather more than just rough! The
corners broke away so Gordon carried on to make a simple bowl
instead.
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Next was Gordon McIver’s turn and he started by showing a spatula
and the easy way to make one.

Cut the blank to the shape
shown in the sketch, in material
about 1/2” thick, turn the handle and then carve, drill and sand to shape

He also showed us a steaming rig, made from a section of 6” soil pipe,
wood support frame and end plugs. And then went on to mount a paper

jointed, two piece blank in the lathe
and turn two shelf supports
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February

In the cover picture is Bob’s ‘coffee stick’ bowl - the result of saying, at
brew time at the AWGB seminar  that he  was sure he could make

something out of them!

Before the demonstration - by Bob Chapman, the Chairman's few words
included a reminder that this is the 20th anniversary year of the club and
asked that we need mice and tops for Revolutions 19, as never before,
particularly as this year, as a trial, Revolutions is to be extended to cover
the second Saturday.
He then welcomed Bob, who started with a Singapore ball. Naturally,
the first stage being to make a ball, Bob went through a few ways of
doing to.  His own preference is for approx 70mm diameter and one way
of achieving this is to cut a cylinder a little over70mm, mark the start
and end lines and a mid line and then use a parting tool to cut down to
70mm on the mid line and roughly turn either side to as near a sphere as
possible before parting off.  Turn through 90 degrees and mount
between two cup shapes and turn down to the groove which, providing
the lathe centres are aligned, has to be the outline of a sphere.  Rotate
partly again, to clear the points that had been gripped and remove the
remaining waste.

Far better though, is to use a ball
jig.  A simple one can be an ‘L’
shaped construction of wood or
metal, with a pivot point on the
bed - which must be in line with
the centres - and a tool holder,
which has to hold the tool to cut at
centre height.  Better still is the jig
that Bob demonstrated which is
made from the tool mount from a
metal turning lathe.  A simple
pivot point is mounted on the lathe
bed at the centre position of the required ball and the jig is mounted on
that.  The tool holder is in a vertical rod which is mounted in the vertical
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tube in the centre of the picture.  With the wood gripped in the chuck,
the majority of the ball can be cut, except for where the jig itself fouls

the work and then, by carefully
maintaining the tool at the correct
height while angling the tool, a little

more waste can be removed.
The ball is then parted off,
taking care not to part off too

close and to leave enough waste to
complete the ball, it is mounted
between cup centres to remove
what little is left.  Alternatively, if
a vacuum chuck is available, it can
be used to hold the ball for
finishing.
Once finished to this state -

marking out for the holes that have to
be drilled.  There is a formula!
Multiply the ball diameter x 0.526 and
set compasses to the resulting figure.
At this point, careful positioning of
the holes can remove blemishes by
selecting the blemished areas for
drilling.  By marking the first circle
using the measurement calculated and
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then from a point on the resulting
circle, drawing another circle, this
can be progressed until the
intersections produce 12 points and
20 triangles.  It is then a simple task
to find the centre of each triangle to
give a total of 32 points.  The ball

can then be clamped in the
prepared jig as shown at the
bottom of the opposite page,
lining up to the tailstock
centre, drilled and then,
taking care not to catch the
edge of the hole, enlarge the
inside slightly. Do this to
each of the 32 holes.  At this
point, to enable a complete
demonstration in the time

available, Bob switches to a part finished item and demonstrates
making and fitting one of the spikes to an interference fit. A simple tool

- a piece of wood with a hole
drilled into it and then the edge
of the hole chamfered off it is
used to overcome the
interference resistance.

Bob continued by showing
several of his ‘trademark’
pieces including his ‘Night at
the opera’ and showed how to
make the smaller arch.  He
turns a dish, not worrying too
much about even thickness and
not at all at leaving the
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chucking spigot.  He then sets his
compass to 80% of the radius and on
the outside, marks the diameter.  From
the edge and diameter intersection, he
marks an arc on the diameter and uses
that as the centre to draw a circle.  He
then goes to the band saw and cuts
along the diameter.  Setting each piece
in turn on the cut edge and holding
against a block of wood, he then cuts
along the outline of the circle.  The two

cuts are then sanded on a
sanding disc and the pieces
glued together, back to back.

Finally, a bead is turned on the
surface of a piece of wood - in this
case, leylandii was used - and
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parted off, part of the
resulting ring being sanded to
taper at one end, painted
black and then glued into the
back of the the arch.  Any
small gaps remaining are
then effectively hidden by
this strip and by the base
(plywood) that the end of the
arch is stuck to.

A further example of his
work was then shown in the
form of a very old piece of oak, where no attempt was made to remove
the rough outer surface - it has already been wire brushed to remove the
worst.  It was mounted on a screw chuck and a chucking recess cut.
Removed from the screw chuck it was then gripped by the recess and a
bowl cut in the front face.  Liberally coated with sanding sealer, the
bowl was wiped out and a final finish of beeswax and carnauba applied.
It was then reversed and the chuck jaws used to lightly expand into the
bowl and the chucking recess shaped and finished.

By this time - not long before 4 pm, most of us thought the day was
complete but, no! More was to come, in the shape of a top!  Well,
actually, it was a box but mysteriously, the bottom of the shallow lid
was pointed in the same way as a top.  The box was re-chucked and
hollowed and a recess cut for the lid to fit into.  It turned out a bit looser
than intended but a piece of paper towel was used to hold it in place
while the top was cleaned off, a 6mm hole drilled into it and a small
piece of ebony glued into it.  The ebony was then shaped and the lid
removed - and spun.  It was a top!

The box was then finished and parted off and the project all finished in
less than half an hour, despite a few problems - such as the ebony
coming adrift and needing re-gluing.

Those who couldn’t attend may well still see these last two objects - the
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The afternoon also included some ‘home grown’ items.

David Matthews with one of two wool
frames he’d made and his daughter gets
good use from.

A hollow form from Bill Robinson - and
one that just a slight catch had made
rather more hollow than intended!

A double bowl from Bryan Wilson.  This
is made from some wood that Fred
Singleton had given Bryan and so is
meant as a tribute to Fred.

Two burr elm bowls from Danny Woof.
Despite the heavy looking edges, the
bowls, particularly the one to the right,
are surprisingly light, being undercut
below the edges to a thinner wall
thickness than they appear to have.
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Tops
I remember Lionel giving us bags of off-cuts from Terry Harvey’s
workshop, intended for us to make the tops for Revolutions from.  Some
of these could present problems for holding, I thought, and often got left
behind and other wood used instead.
A few nights ago, though, I remembered a Multistar fitting I have - an
‘Accessory Holder’ for my Duplex chuck.  It holder morse taper
carriers, and other items of 38mm diameter.  It seems to me that if I
mounted such pieces between centres and turned to a rough ‘top’ shape,
with part of the length 38mm diameter, or slightly less, I could then grip
that section in the accessory carrier while I turned the spindle, having
used the centre to ensure it was lined up true, and then reverse it to use
the same truing and cutting procedure to cut the top, the job would be
simplified.     I tried it and it worked - but the finished top was tricky to
get out, slipping inside the chuck.  Quite easily fixed by making a 37mm
sleeve the length to the rear of the chuck less 5mm, which also makes
the tailstock centre only a check that it’s running true. Just press the top

against the collar and tighten up.

The chuck collar and accessories holder
with a morse taper carrier and steb centre.

Below that, the accessories holder in the
chuck in place of jaws

Without Multistar chuck or carrier, a
sleeve to fit any chuck could easily be
made, with the advantage that a restricting
collar could be incorporated.

 Or is this the
way you’ve
been making
them for years?

      Ken
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This is a story about four people named
Everybody, Somebody, Anybody and Nobody.
There was an important job to be done and
Everybody was sure that Somebody would do
it. Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it.
Somebody got angry about that, because it was
Everybody's job.
Everybody thought Anybody could do it, but
Nobody realized that Everybody wouldn't do it.
It ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody
when Nobody did what Anybody could have done.

(Maybe useful when electing committee responsibilities!)

Alf

Visit to the dentist

Went to the dentist today:-

dentist - your teeth all need extracting
me - how much will that be
dentist - that'll be 600 quid
me - 600 quid for 10 minutes work
dentist – well I can pull them out slowly if you'd prefer
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Just a reminder, should it be needed

Project for next years President’s Challenge to be presented and judged
at the 2010 AGM.
Hope Danny or Roger remember to return the glass trophy!

Competition

Your choice, providing it's turned from a piece of wood initially approx.
6" X 6" X 2". An old favourite which has produced surprising results.
Our last competition, held in July 2001, with this task resulted in many
entries. To mention just a few here is a selection of  those entries:- A
miniature dovecote on stand, a vase, a pen set, flowers in a vase,
platters, clothes pegs, bowl of fruit, serviette rings on stand, a novelty
game, bowl, ring /  jewellery stands, etc.

This should give you some ideas of the range and scope available!
As last year the entries will be judged by the membership attending the
AGM and note should be taken of the ideas and innovation as well as
turning skills involved.

As well as the honour of receiving the trophy for the year there will be a
cash prizes.

Alf Garner
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Editorial.

Despite missing it off the events calendar, there is to be an AGM this
year, on April 17th.  Included are separate, loose pages with the agenda
and the financial statement.

The annual Alf Challenge Trophy will also be judged and presented on
that day.

I have received no instructions to discontinue sending paper copies of
this Newsletter - which is fair enough, you’ve all paid your subs as
appropriate and so are entitled to them but any savings made could be
used for the benefit of the club.  Since only materials are charged for,
the main cost is postage to those who can’t attend.  On that point,
perhaps I can point out again that the on-line version, if you can
download it is, unlike the paper version, in full colour.  It is in .pdf
(Acrobat Reader) format.  Acrobat Reader not supplied with a computer
- unless as an extra - but is free to download and useable by any
operating system.  Acrobat itself is not free - in fact it costs a
considerable amount, so I don’t use it but the program I use to edit the
Newsletters can save in its format.  They are large(ish)  files, usually
around 30 Megabytes, so broadband is really essential.

In his address at the start of the February meeting, Donald praised Bill
and Graham for the web-site and it going from strength to strength.  As
the former web-master, should I feel put out at all?  Definitely not.  I
fully agree.  When, at Alf’s request several years ago, I agreed to take a
look at the site, which had been dormant for over a year, since the
originator had emigrated, I had never done any web editing and hadn’t a
clue about the language;  the site user name and password that had been
left, when eventually found, were wrong, so though I feel that I merit
some credit for getting it going, when someone took over who had
some training, it could only get better - and in my opinion, really has
done.

Now, about this other thing I’ve inherited from Alf, the Newsletter.
Any (trained) takers!?..........  ;)
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